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Women Are The Future of
Wealth Management.
And Your Future.
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A Message from Wealth2k Founder & CEO
David Macchia
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For decades to come, women will be the central issue and grand opportunity in financial 
services. It follows, then, that an advisor’s continuing success is directly tied to his or her 
ability to properly serve the retirement income planning objectives of “Boomer” women. 
After all, each year these women are gaining control of investment assets valued in the 
trillions of dollars.

Whether you are a female or male advisor, financially guiding female clients, women who 
have differentiated needs and objectives, as well as the assets to address them, is the key 
to expanding your practice. McKinsey & Company, BCG, The American College, Accenture 
and Ernst & Young are among the organizations that have studied this issue and published 
research on it. All agree that women are the face of and future of wealth management.

Before investing to develop the first retirement income planning solution specifically 
designed for ‘Boomer” women, Wealth2k studied all of the available research. We came to 
understand the market opportunity, as well as the areas where the financial services industry 
has failed women. Research does not, however, instruct on how to turn the potential for new 
business into actually acquiring new clients and investmen assets. As one advisor told me, 
“Research doesn’t provide me the actionable steps for how to capture my share of $ trillions 
in investment assets.”

This obvious gap in the marketplace led Wealth2k to invest in building Women & Income™. 
The most ambitious project in the company’s history, Women & Income™ is not a “tool,” 
or “software,” or a “marketing concept.” Rather, it’s a 21st century business model, and 
a career-defining growth opportunity. In one subscription package, Women & Income™ 
delivers a constellation of advantages that will help you create a super successful practice: 
securing large numbers of new qualified prospects, offering a much-needed and consumer-
oriented planning methodology, serving the customer’s best interests, and owning durable 
competitive advantage. Plus a systematized business process, a blueprint for increasing 
your practice’s value, and an unmatched customer experience.

Have a conversation with us to determine if Women & Income™ is right for you. If it is, we’ll be 
excited to have you become part of our shared mission to improve the retirement security 
outcomes of America’s “Boomer” women. If it’s not a fit, at least you’ll know that you did 
your research on something that you will be hearing much more about in the years to ahead.
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AN INCREDIBLY ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITY THAT IS

Exclusive.

Women & Income™ is entirely differentiated. Start with the market
focus. This is the first retirement income solution crafted specifically 
for “Boomer” women. Crafted to meet their needs and objectives.

For the financial advisor, Women & Income™ surpasses other retirement income solutions in ways 
large and small. It addresses a financial opportunity so incredibly large it’s challenging to get one’s 
mind around it: $30 Trillion by the end of this decade. 

But it’s not the scale of the available investment assets that compelled Wealth2k to create Women 
& Income™. Rather, it’s the social, cultural and demographic dynamics that, in terms of retirement 
security, create challenges for women that men don’t face. This is where we must help. It is our 
mission.
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Financial Advisors are 
Overwhelmingly Male

Men make up 86% of the financial 
advisor population. According 
to research, many of them have 
proven to be not particularly 
effective in working with women. 
The research on this topic is clear 
and easily available if you wish to 
dig into it. McKinsey & Company, 
Boston Consulting Group, The 
American College, Merrill Lynch 
and many other organizations 
have looked at the issue. For too 
many male advisors, the current 
state is simply problematic.

Unless men begin to do a better 
job of relating to Boomer women, 
their future professional success 
is likely to be jeopardized.

Male Advisors are  
Often Fired by Widows

Within 12-months of a husband’s 
passing, there is a 70% probability 
that the male advisor will be 
fired by the widow. Women & 
Income™ will help you avoid this 
outcome. As a member, you 
will participate in an innovative 
coaching program. It teaches 
vital insights plus the listening 
and communications skills that
bring about success.

Women & Income™ ends your 
prospecting headaches, once and
for all. Annually, you will receive 
216 highly-qualified leads. Not 
names and addresses but rather 
actual attendees to your online or 
in-person educational seminars.

Women & Income™  

Is a Career Move

Think of Women & Income™ 

is a defined path to follow, a 
well-conceived career move to 
increase your near-term and 
long-term success. It’s a 21st 
century business model. Would 
you like to explore becoming a 
member of Women & Income™? 
Learn more about our mission to
improve retirement security for 
“Boomer” women?

Please call the number below: 
1-800-200-9404, Option  2
or
Email:
support@wealth2k.com

You may also schedule a  thirty-
minute Zoom online meeting 
by visiting the following link:
https://go.oncehub.com/DavidMacchia
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Women & Income™ is a community of like-minded advisors who will strengthen each other through support 
from seasoned peers. Your current business model may have you working alone, and you may be quite 
successful already. But there is strength in numbers and real power that comes from having the support of 
a whole community. When a group of individuals is devoted to a noble mission, facing similar challenges, 
agreeing upon a common definition of success, motivated by proper incentives, including the potential for 
financial rewards, then every member of the community enjoys the greatest chance of achieving maximum 
success. 

Exchanging your ideas with colleagues and collaborating with fellow advisors is a key to increasing 
productivity and professional satisfaction. Making meaningful connections with peers is also a way 
to hold yourself and others accountable. Gaining the encouragement of your peers offers tremendous 
rewards and keeps one motivated.

Our Mission

Community and Mission

An opportunity to become part of something bigger 
than yourself.

Our shared mission is to help American women 
enjoy financial security in retirement. This sounds 
straightforward but there’s a lot that goes into it.
 
 
Since 2011, when the first Boomers reached age 65, we’ve experienced an unprecedented, eleven- year 
bull market in equities. This, combined with near zero interest rates, has shifted the dynamics of retirees’ 
investing decisions to embrace more risk, not less. With stocks seeming to only increase in value, advisors 
with true income planning skills know that lots (probably millions) of income planning “sins” have been 
committed by advisors using systematic withdrawal strategies that provide no protection against either 
Timing Risk™ or longevity risk. This has left many retirees exposed to financial dangers in ways that can 
devastate their retirement security. What happens to retirees with poorly constructed retirement portfolios 
when equity prices inevitably decline? What will be the impact on Boomer women’s nest eggs? Their levels 
of monthly income? And their capacity to have income that lasts?  

In part, then, our mission is to educate. We must demonstrate that there is a superior way to generate 
monthly retirement income, one that better manages risks while also promoting a woman’s capacity to 
remain appropriately invested through all market conditions. Educating women on the many advantages 
of Hybrid Time-Segmentation® is a critical first step. This we will do in a variety of ways, but notably using 
digital tools for delivering high-quality online education.
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Research shows that male advisors tend to 
be ineffective in relating to Boomer women.
That’s why widows fire the male advisor 
70% of the time. The truth is males need 
new insights and skills in order to best 
serve Boomer women investors. If you’re a 
male advisor who gets this right, you’ll have 
one of the keys to a revolutionary business 
opportunity. 

Women & Income™ provides a female-led 
coaching program to give you the skill set you 

need to maximize your personal success. But 
you need even more than coaching.

Women & Income™ sets a powerful new 
standard in lead-generation that is designed 
to capture the attention of Boomer women. 
With 216 highly-qualified leads each year, 
participating advisors have a clear path to 
achieving outsized growth. 

This is the 21st century business model.

WHY DID WEALTH2K® DEVELOP WOMEN & INCOME™? 

Because, man, you have a 
problem!

Failure to properly address the women’s market will 
cause a firm to miss out on the greatest business 
opportunity in decades. Our message is, don’t miss out! 

70%

Widows fire the male advisor 
70% of the time

By 2030, American women are expected to 
control much of the $30 trillion in financial 
assets that baby boomers will possess, a 
potential wealth transfer of such magnitude 
that it approaches the annual GDP of the 

United States. 

Source: BCG

Vivamus

X

$30 Trillion
2030
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Unmatched Software

Industry-leading income planning software creates a more understandable 
and compelling personal plan for generating monthly retirement income.

Women & Income™

A BRILLIANT ANSWER FOR A BRILLIANT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Build an income plan that creates clarity on critical issues. Clarity leads to 
confidence which leads to consolidation of investment assets. 

With Women & Income™ expect to routinely win 100% wallet share.

 \ Base the plan on targeted income or client’s investment balance

 \ Dynamic segmentation (2-9 distinct segments)

 \ Incorporate Social Security, pensions or other “flooring” sources

 \ Integrate annuities with flexible start dates

 \ Discrete Reserve Account for parallel liquidity needs

 \ Target an ending balance

 \ Funding & Tracking reporting

 \ Data integration with select platforms
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The Women & Income™ Personalized Analysis with Dynamic 
Presenter™

An innovative and dynamic on-screen presentation to maximize 
the the impact of online presentations.

 \ Identifies her key objectives

 \ Allocates her savings

 \ Defines how much risk to take

 \ Mitigates her key risks

 \ Illustrates projected results.

 \ Provides confidence and peace-of-mind

 \ Personalized advisor website

 \ High-impact, exclusive marketing presentations

 \ Workshop/Seminar module

 \ Proprietary client education concepts

 \ Public relations services.

 \ Facebook and Google AdWords marketing campaign

 \ Cable TV ad

It’s been said that a goal without a plan is just a dream. In retirement income planning, “the plan” takes on
outsized importance. The Women & Income™ Personalized Analysis is the roadmap for enhancing your 
female clients’ financial security in retirement.

The Personalized Analysis:

The Covid-19 pandemic ignited a sharp 
increase in the number of online meetings 
between advisors and their clients and 
prospects. Women & Income™ delivers the 
dynamic client experience and stunning visual 
impact that conveys an incredibly impressive 
online meeting. 

Brilliantly designed digital sales and marketing tools differentiate you 
in the most lucrative of all markets.
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An Ideal Income Planning Process

A powerful, long-term strategy for generating lifetime, inflation-adjusted 
income. The communications tools to deliver it.

 \ Ideal strategy for the “Boomer” Woman Investor

 \ Elegant combination of “bucketing” and “flooring”

 \ Helps female investors remain fully invested

 \ Unmatched context for product selection

 \ Creates direct linkage between product recommendations and The 3 Big Risks® framework

 \ Seamless integration of at-risk and safe money assets including income annuities

 \ Transparent, understandable, built for how a woman best organizes her financial priorities

 \ Prioritizes risk mitigation

 \ Outcome-focused for how she sees her future

 \ Addresses significant compliance concerns

 \ Significant advantages over systematic withdrawal (SWP)
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Segment Segment Segment Segment Segment Segment 

 

Conservative Aggressive

most aggressive

“FLOOR”

Mitigate Longevity Risk
A Predictable Income from a Pension, Social Security, or a Deferred Income Annuity

Mitigate Timing Risk
10 Years of Income from Conservative Investments

Mitigate Inflation Risk
Keep Invested Assets "In the Market”

1 2 3 4 5 6

During the first ten years, monthly income is stable. 
This helps reduce Timing Risk while making it easier 

to stay with the plan during periods when stock prices 
are declining or volatile.

 

Investments tend to perform better when you give them time. The more 
aggressive an investment is the longer it is held. This is important in 

seeking growth that helps to create inflation-adjusted income as you 
progress through retirement. 

Women live longer than men. Therefore, it’s more important for women to have sources of income that last for life. 
Adding a monthly income payout from an annuity supplements Social Security or any pensions she may have.

 

No strategy more effectively combines at-risk investments and safe-money products. It’s key to helping 
“Boomer” women create the retirement security outcomes they define. Transparent, consumer-oriented and 
confidence-building, HTS provides practical advantages that help women remain invested through all market 
conditions. HTS is the way to mitigate the “big risks” that can derail a woman’s retirement security.
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Women & Income™ Customized Advisor Website

The Women & Income™ website sets a new standard for communications 
from an advisor’s website.

 \ 18 monthly leads included with your subscription

 \ Everything done for you

 \ Built around seminars that showcase you

 \ Turnkey and automated

 \ Personal dashboard for real-time monitoring of lead generation

 \ Daily lead reporting and lead-nurturing content

 \ Custom additional “squeeze” pages

The website creates an unmatched, high-end impression that immediately differentiates you from other 
advisors.

It utilizes videos to educate the prospect on our proprietary concept TIMING, INFLATION and LONGEVITY - 
The 3 Big Risks©.

Want to grow the assets you manage? Receive 18 highly-qualified leads every 
month! Innovative marketing enables you to schedule your online or in-person 
events, up to ten per year, with a minimum of 18 attendees. 

Women & Income™ Delivers the Key to Growth 
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Expert Coaching from Marcia Mantell

ACQUIRE THE SKILLS YOU NEED TO MAX 
OUT YOUR SUCCESS

Marcia Mantell, a nationally-recognized expert in retirement income planning, 
provides advisor coaching for Women & Income™. The author of two books on 
retirement planning for women, Marcia has a wealth of experience in helping 
advisors maximize their success working with women investors.

Marcia will provide two personal coaching sessions to teach you the unique 
skills and insights she has developed. She is also able to serve as an ongoing 
resource as you expand your business with Boomer women.
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Marcia Offers

 � Advisor coaching

 � Proprietary presentations such as “Why Sex, Sports and Scare Tactics Won’t Work with Women.

 � Client meetings (Zoom)

 � Planning consultations

 � FA event presentations

 � Expert advice on Social Security & Medicare

 � “Ladies Night Out” - presentations and conversations about retirement 

Marcia Mantell Client Seminars

 � Cliff Diving: Taking the Retirement Plunge

 � Top 10 Tasks to Tackle Before You Retire

 � Become a Financially Fearless Female

 � A Spotlight on Womens’ Financial Literacy

 � Staying Happily Married After Claiming Social Security

 � Medicare Must-Knows for Every Woman

”Marcia’s expertise is reflected in her two books on 
financial planning for women. Her ‘What’s the Deal’ 
series addresses critical concerns women have 
related to retirement planning and Social Security. 
Marcia’s 30-year background in the retirement 
business includes deep knowledge of income 
planning as well as the financial advisory business. 
Combined with her unsurpassed coaching skills, 
Marcia’s coaching of the advisors offering Women 
& Income™ will be nothing less than invaluable.”

- David Macchia, Founder, Wealth2k, Inc.

Marcia’s Books 

These targeted presentations are specifically designed for divorced women, widows, or married women 
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Position yourself to capitalize on the largest wealth 
transfer in history.

 � Is driven by ambition to grow your business by a minimum of $20,000,000 annually

 � Understands the benefits of implementing a scalable solution tailored to a huge market opportunity

 � Wants a turnkey solution for new client acquisition

 � Is good at presenting in-person and/or online seminars

 � Wants to work with “Boomer” women investors

 � Wishes to maximize the value of his/her practice for transfer or sale

What type of firms should join Women & Income™? Advisors who understand that a powerful new 
business model is the key to growth. You should join if you are an advisor who:

 � Wealth2k implements and manages your marketing campaigns

 � Schedule your online or in-person seminars

 � Begin receiving 18 qualified leads every month (attendees not names)

 � Present the educational seminar

 � Meet with clients and implement Women & Income™ Plans

 \ Have an interview with Wealth2k to secure your acceptance

 \ Pay the ongoing $2,000/month subscription fee 

 \ Schedule your software and presentation training session with Jason Ray, CFP®, ChFC®, CLU, CRPC, CBBF

 \ Schedule your two coaching sessions with Women & Income™ coach Marcia Mantell

Enjoy turnkey new client acquisition

Costs and initial actions:

For compliance reasons, social media advertising must originate from the advisor’s account, managed 
by Wealth2k. Advisors should budget up to $1,000 per client event.
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$2,000
Non-refundable, 3-month minimum 

subscription period. 

Advertising costs are in addition to the 
subscription. Budget up to $1,000 per event. 
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